HEAVY-DUTY OFF-ROAD DURABILITY AND TRACTION
Delivers exceptional off-road durability and traction. With excellent cleanout and deep tread depth, it optimizes traction and durability in heavy-duty, off-road applications.

camso.co
EXTRA-DEEP TREAD PATTERN
- Provides best durability and traction in off-road conditions

HAULER STEPPED TREAD DESIGN
- Provides excellent cleanout for improved traction

FLATTER TREAD PROFILE
- Resists tread crowning for even wearing

HEAVY-DUTY SIDEWALL CONSTRUCTION
- Provides superior side impact resistance and stability

---

**CAMSO SL G2 TIRES FOR TELEHANDLERS**

---

**EXTRA-DEEP TREAD PATTERN**

- Provides best durability and traction in off-road conditions

**HAULER STEPPED TREAD DESIGN**

- Provides excellent cleanout for improved traction

**FLATTER TREAD PROFILE**

- Resists tread crowning for even wearing

**HEAVY-DUTY SIDEWALL CONSTRUCTION**

- Provides superior side impact resistance and stability
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**OVERALL CONTACT PRESSURE**

Camso SL G2’s higher ground pressure helps improve traction while enhancing stability.
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**VERTICAL DEFLECTION**

Camso SL G2’s lower vertical deflection means better stability under load for improved handling and safety.
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AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR:

Camso.co